NOTICES - ANNOUNCEMENTS

Of General Interest

Hydraulic Turbines

Dr. Ing. D. Thomas

Wednesday, October 16, 10 P.M., Room 1-190

Dr. Ing. D. Thomas, Professor of Hydraulics, will make a series of lectures on "The Modern Development of the Hydraulic Turbine." The lectures will be of especial value to students interested in this subject.

MAGIC AND JOKES

Frank Lane's Novelty and Magic Shop

MAGIC AND JOKES

WIRES and CABLES

INSULATED

C111ICACO SAN FRANCISCO

Paper or Varnished

Boston, Mass.--Hubbard 3322

Favors for parties, balloons, entertainments furnished.

JACRCSON\VILL1E

SIMPLEX

The school man's pen

As remarkable, with reliable positive vacuum control, gives the Chilton positive ink as the ordinary pen. A clever filling device, with eleven distinct processes before we're done. Tobacco's at its best...in a pipe.

MENT'S preference for a man's pipe—mildly to plenty. But do you know why? Right, pipe tobacco's different— for instance, Edgeworth. Second, tobacco smokes as it should in a pipe. And third, these men get more satisfaction—greater yield of the good old musty flavor, nothing fullness of rich smoke. Tobacco's at its best in a pipe. It gets a chance to be itself there—no chance to become nibble, to ex- hale smoke as well as it should. In the Chilton leaves get the chance, otherwise, it will keep all the good things about tobacco. Chilton leaves, choice blend, motley mixture of orange and con- ding, Edgeworth comes through intense distinct process before we're willing to pass it on to you. If you've been missing all this, that's your fault—for we're willing to send you a pipe. Remember, Edgeworth. See the coupon? Fill it out and send it in, you'll bring you a real little glad-to-see you, the pipe of good old Edgeworth. Edgeworth is a wonderful kind of good tobacco, people seem to like it. We're going to make it for you. Send in the coupon.

PROFESSIONAL MEN'S PIPE

BOYHOOD

RIFLE

MISSING
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R. O. T. C. STUDENTS GET PROMOTIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

This paper, the list of the pledges of the Phi Beta Delta was overlooked by accident. They are as follows: Morris H. Zilinsky '22, Swain H., Shullin '32, Herbert L. Brownlee '32, Arthur Greenslate '32, Joseph Pressman '32, Maurice L. Schum '22, Edward A. McElhin '32.

T.C.A. SMOKER TAKES PLACE THIS EVENING

Brunches will be served at a prominent hotel tonight by the T. C. A. and P. B. D. Delta at 6:30 o'clock in the North Hall of Walker Memorial. This afternoon will be devoted to the purpose of acquainting with men who are interested and who are interested in some of its activities in which they may be interested. The Coconnets will be taught at Texas University this year if enough students are interested. This statement made by the Institute of Romance Languages.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH FOOTBALL News

By Reading the AMOUS RIDAY OOTBALL ORECAST

Apparent Weekly In The BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT

by the Instructor of Romance Languages.

BIG VOLUME

Does your fountain pen run dry at critical times? Here's one that holds twice as much ink as the ordinary pen. A clever filling device, with positive vacuum control, gives the sack giant capacity. And the Chilton pen is quite as remarkable, with reliable propel-repel-expel features. Twins! Both built like fine watches, and fully guaranteed. At better dealers everywhere.

Pens up to $7.00

Pencils $1.00 and up

The school man's pen

Chilton pen is a wonder